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CAPITALISM, FREE ENTERPRISE AND BLACK ENTREPRENEURSHIP: A
COMPARATIVE HISTORY OF BLACK BUSINESS IN THE UNITED STATES AND
SOUTH AFRICA
Juliet E.K. Walker
The agency of blacks in forging their own economic liberation through
entrepreneurship and business enterprise has been generally ignored in the
historical literature. In this two-part paper, my purpose is a comparative
recovery of the history of black business in the United States and South Africa.
Part One, "a new problematic," establishes "categories of comparison" and a
contextual and methodological frame for the study of black business in these two
countries. Part Two, "in search of a usable past," urges deconstruction of the
Eurocentric focus that shapes current assessments of South African and American
black economic activity within the context of a fourphase chronological overview
in which selected topics in the comparative history of black business in these two
countries are presented for analysis. Presentism propels this study, a response
to the emergence of the New South Africa and the deteriorating economic position
African Americans, much the same as comparative studies in the United States
and South Africa in the 1980s represented intellectual responses to black
American activism in the 1960s and the rising tide of opposition to apartheid in
the 1970s and 1980s.
PART I "A NEW PROBLEMATICMl
Subordination, segregation and separation distinguish the black experience in the United
States and South Africa.2 Within this context, racial inequalities provide the focus of most
comparative histories that analyze the denial of full political and civil rights of blacks in those
two nations. Invariably, those studies locate the origin of America's racism in slavery and South
Africa's apartheid in its frontier heritage.3 While, the economic life of South African and
American blacks, too, has been subjected to intensive scholarly scrutiny, those assessments are
limited primarily to the activities of blacks as slaves, agricultural workers and industrial
laborers. The business activities of blacks in both nations, however, remain virtually obscured
from the historical record.4 As Reuel Khoza of the National African Federated Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (NAFCOC) said, in a keynote address made in 1987 at the 23rd Annual
Conference, after having provided a review of the history of black political activism in South
Africa but: "What do we know about black business?."5
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Indeed, it would appear from similarities in their historic circumstances as subordinate
people, even more so than in the absence of any discussion in the historical literature, that
blacks in South Africa and the United States lack a tradition of business participation. In both
societies the historic prevalence not just of a split but, more specifically, a forced labor market
for blacks seemingly would limit any business activity or entrepreneurial development.6
Certainly slavery and Jim Crowism would not seem particularly encouraging to the development
of enterprise and profitable entrepreneurship for African Americans any more than land
dispossession, forced industrial and agricultural labor and separate development would encourage
the promotion of any selfsustaining business activities for South African Blacks and Coloureds.
In challenging scholars to move beyond traditional appraisals of black economic activities in
South Africa, Andre Mueller explains that while: "the integration of Coloureds and Blacks into
the South African labour force has been well documented. Much less attention has been given
to the rise of entrepreneurs within these two groups, and to the nature and extent of their
economic activities."7 Consequently, given the economic imperatives that challenge the New
South Africa, the intellectual impetus that propels this study has implications beyond its primary
heuristic purpose, illuminating South African black business history as a basis to provide insights
that could broaden assessments of African American business history. Foremost, the contextual
formulations constructed for this study transcend traditional historiographical boundaries found
in most comparative studies of blacks in these two nations in which analysis proceeds generally
from narrowly constructed Eurocentric materialist and developmentalist approaches. Simply put,
Africans are studied primarily from the perspective of producer/laborers to the virtual exclusion
of recognizing the existence of any historic economic activities within the context of business
and entrepreneurship.
Presently, most studies that examine the business activities of South African blacks are
written by economists and sociologists who center their analysis on the period from the
midtwentieth century to the present. While historians have examined the economic past of South
Africa, invariably the rise of an industrial capitalist/fascist economy, which tookoff with the
mining revolution in the late nineteenth century provides the focus of their analysis. Limited
to the study of mining barons and their monopolistic conglomerates, South African business
history finds its counterpart in American business history with its inordinate interest on the
nation's industrial giants and the captains of industry or robber barons, depending on ones
perspective.8 Also, with the rise of twentieth century national and multinational corporations
and the expansion of managerial and finance capitalism, the study of small business enterprises,
which distinguish most black business activity in both nations, has generated only minimal
scholarly interest.
In South Africa, especially, analysis of black business activity is problematized within the
theoretical and analytical construct of an informal economy, broadly defined, as "all activities
pursued without the sanction of authorities, i.e, those not recorded in the national accounts."9
Interestingly, too, the context of the "informal economy," both conceptually and
historiographically, finds its counterpart in the "dual economy" model of nineteenth century
South African economic activity in which white business activities are interpreted within the
context of "an embryonic capitalist economy," while black business activities are viewed within
the context of "a subsistence economy." In a study of rural Natal Henry Slater challenges that
historical formulation explaining: "the evidence suggests that there were not two economies in
nineteenth century Natal, peopled respectively by whites and blacks, but that a single though
complex network of economic choices and relationships was operating involving all Natalians
regardless of ethnic origin."10
When economic alternatives are virtually nil, as they were for blacks, the element of
"choice," becomes moot, reflecting not a dual economy but rather racially disparate effects of
historic forces inherent in that capitalist economy. More recent studies emphasize the extent
to which contemporary "informal" economic activities are in actuality an integral part of the
broader South African economy and its business life." With the New South Africa, however,
it is doubtful that research in black business history will remain peripheral to mainstream
business historiography. In America, although, an increasing body of scholarship is providing
the basis for the emergence of a distinct field in African American business history, much of the
research continues peripheral to mainstream historiography.12 Interestingly, one area of African
American business, recently "discovered" by historians, slave business activities, however, is
also being approached within the conceptual framework of both an informal economy and a dual
economy, based on studies of slave and free black economic activities in the Caribbean.13
Admittedly, in addition to problems not only of conceptualization in analyzing black business
activities, but even more in establishing that there is a black business tradition, a recognition that
perhaps profound differences exist in the history of blacks in the United States compared to
blacks in South Africa must be taken into account. The most significant, of course, are
demographic and the differential forced labour experiences of blacks in the two countries.
Foremost, blacks are the majority population in South Africa, while African Americans are a
minority with over two centuries of slavery providing the central theme in the African American
experience compared to the century long experience of the forced industrial labor of black South
Africans. So, then, what are my guidelines for pursuing this study within a comparative
context? Simply put, I begin with a basic premise proffered by George Frederickson who said:
"the very act of comparison requires categories that are comparable and some presuppositions
about what is constant and predictable in human motivation or behavior. Without such
assumptions, one could write parallel histories but not comparative ones."14
What is most important, then, as an initial basis for my comparative analysis of blacks in
South Africa and the United States is explicated for me in a comment made by R. L. Watson
who, when assessing the limited interest in the study of slavery in South Africa said: "The
peripheral role of slavery until recently in South Africa's historical consciousness may result in
part from the fact that those enslaved were not Bantuspeaking Africans whose descendants form
the main object of South Africa's race oppression today."15 Descendants of African Americans,
who were enslaved, however, also form the "main object" of today's "race oppression," in
America which is the critical point that centers my comparative analysis of the two groups of
blacks. For blacks in both societies subordination and oppression, as "comparable categories,"
existed with ferocious intensity and with somewhat parallel results: both were stomped to the
ground not shoved to the curb in their respective societies.16
Moreover, for blacks in America, their subsequent segregation in Black Urban Ghettoes as
a marginal people also finds parallels with blacks in South Africa. Today, some 86 percent of
the African American population live in the largest sixteen census defined SMSA, Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Areas. Under South Africa's apartheid regime ten separate homelands,
bantustans, which covered less than thirteen percent of the land were set aside for Africans
beginning in 1963. The three largest, Bophuthatswana, the Transkei, and KwaZula comprised
seventy percent of the allocated land and included primarily the Tswana, Xhosa, and Zulu people
respectively.17 The process of ghettoization for both groups began in the early twentieth century;
in South Africa with the Natives' Land Act of 1913; and, in America with the Great Migration
of blacks in the WWI Era. Ironically, notwithstanding that American blacks were searching for
industrial jobs while South African blacks were being forced into industrial employment, both
groups ended up segregated and separated.
The historic commonalities not only of subordination and segregation but also of separation
of the two groups, then, provide an initial conceptual basis not only for a comparative study of
the economic experiences of the two groups, but also for reinforcing the historic
"exceptionalism" not only blacks in the United States but also those in South Africa. Contrary
to assessments of modernist Paul Gilroy, "plantation slavery—'capitalism with its clothes off was
[more than] one special moment."18 And, indeed, American slavery, provides the basis of an
"African American exceptionalism," in as much as apartheid provides the basis for a "Black
South African exceptionalism."
Moreover, in a comparative assessment of American and South African historiography, Colin
Bundy offers a conceptual frame of analysis within the context of presentism that has important
implications beyond that of just providing a basis of analysis for historians of the black
experience in both countries. In this instance, the following formulation provides a basis that
supports the "exceptionalism" of the black experience in both the United States and South
Africa. Proceeding in his own analysis from a Marxist formulation he said that: "If 'the
country which is more developed industrially only shows, to the less developed, the image of
its future,' might South Africans historians discern and [an] image of their own past in the more
developed U. S. historiography."19
Within this context, then, comparative historical assessments for the purpose of presentism,
then, are even more important in light of the legal dismantling of apartheid in the New South
Africa. In America, despite the Civil Rights Era promise of a new freedom for black
Americans, deindustrialization and the emergence of a multiethnic society, along with the new
technology and an increasingly global marketplace, has resulted in a duality of contradictions
in the economic life of black Americans. Since the midl960s, America has seen the expansion
of both a black middle class as well as the black underclass.20 Consequently, if the American
model of the effects of the ending of "white supremacy" in politics and civil rights is replicated
in South Africa, then the indicators suggest that the likelihood for South Africa to raise the living
standards of the great majority of blacks will not be accomplished in one generation.
Within this context, then, there are parallels in what should be the paramount focus of black
business in both the United States and South Africa for as NAFCOC's president W.
McBainCharles said in 1987 in reference to the future of blacks in South Africa, which applies
with equal force to African Americans: "The question of the next decade is how business will
relate to freedom, and the role it will play towards eradicating poverty and unemployment,
estimated in some circles to exceed six million."21 Comparative historic assessments that detail
similarities in the economic infrastructure of South Africa and the United States, then, are also
important to underscore the extent to which both groups share a commonality in historic
experiences as a subordinate people, holding minority economic status, emanating from a societal
exclusion based on race.
Still, in establishing a conceptual frame for comparative studies of the history of South Africa
and the United States, differences in the historic development of the two countries must be
considered. Again Bundy offers a specificity of distinctions within a national context that
accounts for differences in their development such as: "the obvious disparity in scale (of area,
population, wealth and power; the duration of colonial rule (and hence the terms on which each
society was inserted in the capitalist economy)." He also notes, "the dissimilar demographic
balance between indigenes and immigrants." Most important, however, was his emphasis on the
historic differences in the development of the political economies of the United States and South
Africa found as he said, respectively in: "the divergence between the democratic promise of
marketplace liberalism, on the one hand, and an exclusive and oligarchic illiberalism on the
other."22
Yet, notwithstanding the distinctive historic forces that Bundy identifies as the "exclusive and
oligarchic illiberalism," in South Africa's history and that of America's "democratic promise of
marketplace liberalism," paradoxically, both societies nonetheless provided from the beginning
privilege, power, and profits only to whites. Ultimately, then, in the establishment of
"comparable categories," the critical basis for my construction of a comparative history of black
business in the United States and South Africa proceeds within the context of the statement made
by George Frederickson who emphasizes that for his comparative study of race relations in both
nations: "The phrase 'white supremacy' applies with particular force to the historical experience
of two nationsSouth Africa and the United States."23
PART TWO IN SEARCH OF A USABLE PAST
Particularly for the New South Africa, and especially in search of a usable past for blacks
in that country and the United States, my concerns, previously indicated, are as much heuristic
and contextual as they are revisionistic. Considering the analogous phenomena of race, class
and state in the economic life of both groups, but proceeding methodologically within the context
of cross cultural formulations encourages the dynamism of creative intellectual discourse, a
requisite for the expanded substantive knowledge base inherent in comparative study. Within
this construct, the commonality of structural forces that encourage/ discourage black
entrepreneurship and business development in historically racially repressive societies are more
readily apparent for comparative critical assessments.
As an initial basis for proceeding in my comparative study of black business in the United
States and South Africa, I have established four chronologically thematic phases, "stages," that
provide the focus of this analysis. This methodological frame, derived from a construct
proposed by Immanuel Wallerstein in his analysis of world capitalist systems, provides a
theoretical basis in three ways for comparative historical assessments for as he said:
1). "If we are to deal with social transformations over long historical
time (Braudel's 'the long term'), and if we are to give an
explanation of both continuity and transformation, then we must
logically divide the long term into segments in order to observe the
structural changes from time A to time B."
2). "These segments are however not discrete but continuous in
reality; ergo they are 'stages' in the 'development' of a social
structure, a development which we determine however not a priori
but a posteriori. That is we cannot predict the future concretely,
but we can predict the past."
3). "The crucial issue when comparing 'stages' is to determine the
units which the stages are synchronic portraits (or 'ideal types,' if
you will.)" And the fundamental error of ahistorical social science
(including ahistorical ver sions of Marxism) is to reify parts of the
totality into such units and then to compare these reified
structures. "24
In a broad historical frame, my assessments proceed from within the construct of an analysis
of "history from the bottom up," whereby Eurocentriccharged subalterns are given historic
consideration as opposed to assessments that proceed from abstract theoretical formulations of
what should and could constitute the behavior of oppressed people. The phases, "stages," I
propose, then, proceed from the historic reality of an Afrocentric perspective.25 The first
"stage," Phase One, provides a summary review of the commercial cultures of Africans both
before and at the time of their initial contact with Europeans: for the African American, the
commercial culture of the Gold Coast Asante during the transatlantic slave trade era is used as
an example; and, for South Africa the commercial culture of Africans in the Cape and Natal
from the late fifteenth to the midsixteenth century is presented. My purpose is to underscore
the extent to which blacks in South Africa and America were capable of participating as free and
independent producers and traders. Particularly, the African propensity for trade that existed
in precolonial West Africa must be recognized as surviving the transatlantic passage to provide
the foundation for the initial expression of black business activity in the American colonies.
The second r stage," Phase Two, focuses on black business activities in the period which I
define as the Age of National Conquest. The assessments made in this phase are inclusive of
the business activities of black Americans and South African Coloureds, slave and free, and
African Blacks in both settled and frontier areas. Problematizing my analysis in the context of
the age of national conquest affords a broader basis for comparative study than prevailing
interpretations, specifically in South African history, which limit assessments within a frontier
context of analysis.
Inherent in the historic construct of the frontier are societal instability and a competitive
struggle for survival. In Eurocentric interpretations of South African history, using the frontier
as a basis of analysis provides an intellectual subterfuge to rationalize the limited economic
achievements of whites who for more than two hundred years of settlement were unsuccessful
in promoting any substantial economic advancement or industrial development. South Africa
covers 435,868 square miles, five time the size of Great Britain, but equivalent only to one sixth
the size of America or Louisiana, Texas and New Mexico combined. As Ralph Austen
emphasizes, during this era of national conquest: "The first four centuries of European
presence... to the discoveries of precious minerals in the late nineteenth century—may be seen,
in economic terms as a single period."26
And, it is within this construct, the age of national conquest, that perspectives shift,
particularly from insights gained from the black experience in American history which illuminate
comparable economic responses by South Africa's Blacks and Coloureds. Specifically, in both
South Africa and the United States, when the white population was sparse, Black and Coloured
economic participation, as slaves, free, apprenticed or indentured servants existed, from a
Eurocentric perspective for the purpose of advancing the economic status of whites. The
underlying historic reality, however, is that slaves and free Blacks and Coloureds also benefitted
themselves by manipulating demographic conditions to their pecuniary advantage, which was
primarily through the business enterprises they established in providing goods and services to
whites.
In Phase Three, parallel developments in black business promotion in South Africa and the
United States are briefly reviewed, a response to twentieth century Black Laws and de facto
racial practices which limited black business activities in both nations. Phase Four concludes
with a brief review of the present state of black business in South Africa and the United States.
PHASE I THE AFRICAN COMMERCIAL BACKGROUND.
In both the United States and South Africa black business incapacity has been promulgated
by whites to justify their exploitation and exclusion from full and profitable participation in the
commercial life of their respective nations. In both societies, however, Africans and Europeans
in their initial economic contact were equally competent in the culturally specific mutually
rewarding trade relations that took place in contradistinction to Eurocentric contentions that
attribute any significant black economic activity in Africa and the Americas only to contact with
whites. This Afrocentric perspective, then, as J. M. Blaut emphasizes: "denies that Europeans
had any advantage over Africans and Asians prior to 1492 as regards the evolutionary processes
leading toward capitalism and modernity."27
During the transatlantic slave trading era, the West African ancestors of black Americans
came from highly developed commercial cultures distinguished by structured market economies
in which they participated not only as producers, but also traders, merchants, brokers and
entrepreneurs.28 The Gold Coast, presentday Ghana, in West Africa was the third largest
exporter of slaves to the United States and its commercial culture provides insight into the
material life of Africans sold as slaves in the Atlantic markets. A proverb of the militarily
powerful Asante who gained control of the Gold Coast in 1701 underscores the motive force of
its commercial culture: Sika sene, biribara risen bio: "There is nothing as important as
wealth."29
The complexity of Gold Coast economic life is seen in the extensive urbanization of that
society and the organization of craft, merchant, and military guilds. By the 1700s, almost
twenty-five percent of the Gold Coast was urbanized with towns having an average population
of 4,000 in both the inland and coastal districts,30 Ray Key in his discussion of the occupational
distribution that existed on the Gold Coast in the port town of Amanfro in the late seventeenth
century said that blacksmiths and goldsmiths were the leading trades along with "hat and cap
makers, mat makers, carpenters, bark clothmakers, and ivory carvers and wood carvers."31 In
the seventeenth century, these were all wageearning urban occupations paid in dambas in gold
on the Gold Coast and Key emphasizes: "The development of urban wage labor was linked to
the trading classes."32
Moreover, skilled craftsmen had assistants and apprentices and unskilled laborers increased
their limited incomes by working several jobs: some worked in mines; others as porters in the
trade caravans as well as slave overseers. Slaves also worked in the above occupations but were
not paid: when hired out their wages were paid to the owners. Towns, villages and hamlets
were tied together by markets and Key notes that many settlements were "specialized craft
villages inhabited by potters, smiths, leather workers, workers in ivory and wood, canoe
builders." Other places specialized in salt production and livestock raising, economic activities
which he emphasizes cannot be considered agrarian; rather, he said: "All of them were
characterized by production for the market, and their existence was necessarily predicated on
wide-spread peasant market production/33
In South Africa the commercial culture that existed among the indigenous Khoikhoi in the
area of the first permanent white settlement on the Cape was neither as complex nor as
sophisticated as that found in many West and West Central African societies in the sixteenth
century. The Khoikhoi's economy was pastoral and provided the basis for the extensive cattle
trade that took place with the Europeans from the late fifteenth century on when that area at
Table Bay on the Cape was initially established as a provisioning station.34
In Natal, the political economies of those African societies were much more complex with
an occupational distribution of labor and a mixed economy that included both sedentary
agriculture and pastoralism and a class structure based on a hierarchy of wealth, power, and
clientism. As in West Africa, both small-scale stateless societies and large kingdoms existed.
Detailing the initial commercial relations between Africans and the Dutch and British in Natal,
Marks and Atmore emphasized that: "As the many accounts of early Natal make clear,... The
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speed with which Africans were able to produce for the newly created market not only belies
much colonial literature on the static quality of African economies, it also suggest that these
societies were already structured to produce an extractable surplus."35
PHASE O BLACK BUSINESS ACTIVITIES IN THE AGE OF NATIONAL CONQUEST
An overlapping of temporal, thematic, geographic, political and economic forces provides
the basis for my analysis of black business activity in the United States and South Africa during
the period of national conquest, when Blacks and Coloureds in both nations developed two
avenues to business participation: 1). in the settled areas they provided goods and services to
a white minority population which increasingly came to view certain occupations as deemed
suitable only to Blacks and Coloureds; 2). in the rural areas and beyond the frontiers, they
capitalized on white demands for both consumption of and shipment of agricultural commodities
and other goods by becoming commercial farmers and establishing freight transport enterprises.
During the period of national conquest a sequential frontier development process took place
in both countries from the time of initial settlement until the 1880s when the frontier came to
a close with the final conquest of indigenous populations. National independence, however, was
achieved in America with the Revolutionary War, a century before the final conquest. In South
Africa it was achieved after the final conquest of the indigenous population. In 1910, after the
Boer/Afrikaan controlled Transvaal and Orange Free State lost two wars, 1880 and 18991902,
for national liberation to the British controlled Cape Province and Natal, the four provinces were
united to become the Union of South Africa. In 1961, it became the Republic of South Africa,
a multicultural society inclusive of Blacks, Whites, Coloureds and Asians, primarily of
Pakistani, Indian and Malay descent, comprising respectively seventy-five, fifteen, nine and three
percent of the population.36
The English conquest of the United States began with the first permanent English colony in
Jamestown in 1607: in South Africa, the first permanent European settlement was made by the
Dutch in 1652 in the Cape colony. In America this phase encompasses more than two centuries
of slavery which ended with the 1865 Thirteenth Amendment, followed by a brief period of
political freedom with the 1870 Fifteenth Amendment. A comparable development took place
in South Africa. Slavery was established in 1658 and ended in 1838 after a four year
apprenticeship period before full freedom was granted. For several decades beginning in the
mid-1850s there was also an extension of freedom in the Cape with the granting of a nonracial
franchise which included propertied and educated Africans and Coloureds.
In South Africa the first slaves on the Cape were from West Africa and were owned by the
Dutch East Indies Company. As the institution developed more than half the slaves were from
the Indian subcontinent. The subsequent mixture of Europeans, Africans and Asians came to
comprise a distinct ethnic group, which emerged to form the population of Coloured slaves.37
By 1700 there were 891 slaves in South Africa, 5,327 in 1750, and, 39,021 in 1834 when
slavery ended.38 The South African slavery experience, however, has only recently generated
historic interest.39 With less than 40,000 slaves in South Africa compared to the 4,000,000
million slaves in the United States by 1860, doubtless the institution seemed somewhat
historically insignificant, especially as previously noted since: "those enslaved were not
Bantuspeaking Africans whose descendants form the main object of South Africa's race
oppression today."40.
My assessments for South Africa are limited to the Cape and Natal in which the forces of
National Conquest are particularly evident and also where Coloured and Black business activities
were most extensive. In the United States during the age of national conquest black economic
activity also took place on successive frontiers: the Colonial Atlantic Coast frontier, the
antebellum Transappalachian, Old Northwest and Far West frontiers, and the post-Civil War
Great Plains frontier. Comprising a substantial segment of the laboring population in the South
during the age of slavery, however, the economic activities of African Americans, slaves and
free, as businesspeople and entrepreneurs, appear much more extensive. Just before the Civil
War in 1860, in addition to 4,000,000 slaves, there were some 500,000 free blacks, over half
in the slave states, with its 8,000,000 white population.41 The 1807 Cape census listed free
blacks separately for the first time and showed 1,204 free blacks, 25,614 whites and 29,303
slaves.42 For comparative purposes the free/slave white/black population distribution at the Cape
shows parallels with that of Colonial South Carolina. In 1708, forty years after the first
settlement, slaves were also in the majority: 4,100 black slaves and 1,400 Indian slaves
compared to a white population of 4,080.43
Still, in the period of National Conquest, few difference existed in the enterprises developed
by Coloured South Africans and African Americans during the period of slavery, not
surprisingly since both nations had preindustrial economies within the broader frame of
agricultural capitalism. In America the participation of free blacks in the mainstream economy
was such an integral part of the pre-Civil War business community that the credit references of
some African American businessmen were included in the R. G. Dun & Company mercantile
credit reports. Also, some twenty blacks accumulated from $100,000 to almost $1,500,000 in
wealth from their business activities. See Table 1. Subsequent research during the age of
National Conquest would probably document somewhat comparable success for Africans and
Coloureds within the scale of South Africa's economic development.
In both societies Africans/Coloureds were introduced in the labor force as agricultural,
industrial and urban slaves; and, in both blacks, slave and free, developed business activities
in those three sectors during the age of National Conquest. Slave business activities began with
marketing and trading of agricultural commodities produced from plots of land allocated to them
by their owners, which in the United States was referenced as provision grounds, which also
included access to livestock.44 Skilled slaves in settled areas and towns, however, had greater
opportunities to develop business enterprises and in the preindustrial economies of the United
States and South Africa, there was also remarkable similarity in the crafts and trades practiced
by slaves in both countries. In South Africa, these included: "builders, masons, painters,
carpenters, blacksmiths, tanners, saddlemakers, cobblers, tailors, boatbuilders and
wagonmakers." Those same economic activities were carried out by slaves in America, who
also worked in the building trades, food services, and transportation occupations.45
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In both countries, the practice of slaves hiring out their own time existed. While this practice
provided greater capitalization of the value of the slave's labor for his owner, it also enabled
slaves to establish independent enterprises. In Cape Province according to O.F. Mentzel in
1735, "Some masters permit their slaves to earn their own livelihood on the payment of 6
stuivers per day... such slave can save up money for their own use according to their
earnings."46 In South Africa, most slaves who hired their own time were men. Also, available
evidence suggests that more opportunities existed for African American women slaves to hire
their own time than their counterparts in South Africa.47 Interestingly, the proportion of slaves
who hired their own time in South Africa, some 2,000/30,000 in 1824, almost seven per cent
of the slave population, parallels somewhat the proportion of slaves who hired their own time
in the United States.48
In the United States this practice was illegal but few people forced judicial sanction, because
of the profitability to the owners and consumers. Still, cases were brought to court. In the 1837
Maryland Bland v Negro Beverly Dowling case, the record showed: "until he was arrested in
October, 1835, as a slave, he went at large and acted as a free man, by keeping an oyster house,
and boot black shop." In the Tennessee 1845 Jenkins v Brown case: "[the slaves] John and
Tom 'were barbers in the town of Columbia acting for themselves with the permission of their
masters. They earned a large sum of money....$2,424." In a Louisiana case brought to trail
during the Civil War, Broadhead v. Jone 258 in 1863, records show the slave Harrington not
only had a shoe shop but "had hands employed under him in making shoes, [he also had a]
shop., where he sold candy, chesse, tobacco, etc." Moreover, Harrington, although a slave
"also purchased...two negro boys." As the court showed that: "Dick, during all the aforesaid
period, was generally...recognized [in the community] as a free man." 49
When possible, slave entrepreneurs purchased their freedom and most continued business
operations in enterprises established when they were slaves. Kentucky's Free Frank set up a
saltpeter manufactory during the War of 1812, which he expanded after purchasing his freedom
in 1819. The Pennsylvania coal and lumber merchant Stephen Smith, whose wealtholding by
1865 was $500,000 (See Table 1) managed his owner's lumber yard before he bought his
freedom.50 Generally, there were few distinctions in the urban economic activities of free blacks
and slaves in the two countries. Both were hawkers and vendors which in America often led
to establishing catering businesses, food shops, and restaurants. Mueller notes that South
Africa's free black businessmen during the period of slavery not only engaged in "smallscale
retail trade," but that cooperation as well as competition existed between slaves and free blacks
and slaves.51
Khoikhoi entrepreneurship was demonstrated in three areas, big game hunting, livestock
trading, and "transport riding," driving freight wagons carrying trade goods to military posts and
between rural and settled areas. In South Africa, the indigenous Khoikhoi, as were those
Ameridians not exterminated, were generally not enslaved, especially during the first century
of settlement when cattle and fur respectively were trade commodities in high demand by whites.
European encroachment on Khoikhoi land, the plunder of their cattle and a smallpox epidemic
in 1713 decimated half of the 100,000 Khoikhoi population who were reduced to economic
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52dependence on whites.
Obviously, this was not the case with all of the Khoikhoi; although as Mueller notes, after the
1830s in some areas, Blacks and Coloureds pushed them out of the freight hauling business.
The most successful owned several wagons and spans of oxen, earning from L20 to L25 per
trip. In the Cape Ciskei district of Herschel, a missionary reserve, said to be "an almost purely
African district," the wagons owned were worth L100 pounds and the oxen some L70.53 Black
participation in the transport business increased as they responded to the crossborder trade,
which also led to the development of a peripheral industry in wagonmaking by blacks as Hobart
Houghton notes: "a few small local industries existed in the nineteenth century, such as brick
and wagon making."54
In Natal the extensive market and trading operations of blacks in agricultural produce (maize,
vegetables and fruit), milk, fish, meat and wood were reported by white settlers who said:
"Everywhere there were 'scores of Caffires going in and out with things for sale'."55 Another
report in 1853 by the Natal Native Affairs Commission stated: "The Kafirs are now becoming
much more insubordinate and impatient of control; they are rapidly becoming rich and
independent."56 Until the 1870s, as John Lambert emphasized, through their marketing activities
Natal Blacks: "Dominated sales of produce to the colony's markets. "37 Moreover, from the late
1880s to 1910, blacks in both countries escalated their acquisition of property. In Natal it was
reported that by 1905, "Africans possessed approximately 313 973 acres of Crown land
farms."58 The total value of blackowned property in America was estimated at $600,000,000
in 1910, which included 207,815 farms owned by blacks in the fifteen former slave states and
the District of Columbia.59
Consequently, before the final conquest when Africans were dispossessed of their land by
whites and before the mining revolution which precipitated a program of forced black labor,
economic space existed for the development of black business in preindustrial South Africa.60
Using the context of the frontier as a smokescreen, i.e., proceeding from a Eurocentric
perspective, the historic formulation constructed was: if whites were incapable of promoting
industrial development of South Africa during this period, even less in the way of profitable
economic activities could be expected from blacks.
With the Zulu defeat by the British in 1879 and the conquest of the American Great Plains,
the closing decades in the Age of National Expansion were marked by repressive legislation.
Increasingly blacks in both nations would be dispossessed of their rights and in South Africa
Blacks would be dispossessed of their country. In the United States, the economic effects on
American blacks resulting from racial polices of segregation and discrimination, which found
constitutional sanction in the infamous 1896 Plessy v Ferguson separate but unequal standard,
can be compared to the South Africa's Industrial ColourBar: "the array of legal, institutional,
social, political and economic practices that retard or block the occupational advancement of
Blacks in the South African economy."61
As subordinate people in their respective societies, paradoxically, twentieth century
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migration, urbanization, and industrialization marked the loss of land by both groups; although,
unlike in South Africa, African Americans never lost the right of access to land and property
ownership. Nonetheless, restrictive covenants, until 1946, zoning, redlining, discriminatory
racial practices of white financial institutions and real estate agencies limited blacks in their
choice and location of property.62 These de facto discriminatory policies had the force of law
and resulted not only in the residential containment of African Americans in the urban black
ghettoes but also restricted location of their businesses to the ghettoes.
In South Africa the move by whites to establish black homelands, Bantustans escalated in
1905 with the "influx control laws." Subsequent efforts by the South African Native Affairs
Commission to secure geographical separation were finally achieved with the 1913 Land Act that
also abolished the system of "farming on the half," a sharecropping arrangement. As a result,
African National Congress secretary Sol Plaatje said: "'Awakening on Friday morning, June
20th, 1913, the South African Native found himself, not actually a slave, but a pariah in the land
of his birth.'"63 Without access to land coterminous with the expansion of industrial production
blacks, now dispossessed of their land and with no alternative means to survive, were forced to
sell their labor power. They became the direct producers in the South African economy, but the
results were devastating as L. Gann and Peter Duigan note: "Africans were reduced to the
status of eternal minors, noneconomic men, supposedly incapable of understanding their own
best economic interest, dependants to whom cash wages were only a kind of pocket money writ
large."64
The 1913 Land Act, moreover, also limited prospects for the development of any future
profitable business activity by blacks. More specifically, by prohibiting blacks from buying or
leasing land, as Michael Smuts emphasizes: "by the stroke of a pen, potential black capitalists
were denied the opportunity of access to capital markets because of their inability to provide
sound security to prospective lenders."65 Both directly and indirectly, then, the force of
repressive laws impacted on the development of black entrepreneurship in the United States and
South Africa. Jim Crow legislation and de facto racial discrimination practices in America
would be as effective as South Africa's repressive black laws in limiting opportunities for
business development, particularly in access to venture and operating capital. In both nations
low wages and legal constraints prevented capital accumulation for any profitable entry by blacks
in the business world of their respective countries. Violence continued, too, as whites sought
to keep blacks in their place. In 1903 both black and white newspapers in Natal published an
article on the lynching of an Illinois black man. The article in the black paper was headed:
"Lynch Law in America," and said: "A mob at Danville, Illinois attacked the goal, where a
negro, who had shot a white man was imprisoned." A description followed of how the man was
taken from jail, shot, trampled, mutilated and finally burned.66
PHASE THREE PROMOTING BLACK BUSINESS IN AMERICA AND SOUTH AFRICA
White supremacy and white power were the historic forces to which blacks responded in this
phase in the comparative history of black business in the United States and South Africa. In
both countries black organizations were founded to protest white racism and improve the lives
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of black people: in America, the NAACP was founded in 1909; in South Africa, the African
National Congress was founded in 1912. In the area of business promotion and development,
Booker T. Washington's National Negro Business League, founded 1900 and Marcus Garvey's
promotion of black capitalism with his Universal Negro Improvement Association (UNIA)
founded in 1915 were in the forefront and attracted inordinate interest among Black South
Africans.67
In a 1903 letter to the editor published in ILANGA LASE NATAL, the writer discussed the
National Negro Business league, explaining that it was: "an association composed of negro
men and women who are engaged in nearly every line of business in which white men engage,
blacksmiths, hotelkeepers, chemists, bankers etc." The letter ended with the comment that if
Booker T. Washington were to address blacks in Natal, he would say: "It is much wiser for us
to emphasize opportunities than grievances."68 Even after his death in 1915, Washington's
philosophy continued to have an impact, as seen in a 1920 editorial in UMTETELI wa BANTU,
which called for "Trade School for Natives." Unlike Washington, the article said that the
natives did not want philanthropy but rather: "They are anxious to relieve the white man of his
burden." In a spirit much like Washington's but doubtless in the anticipation of a different
outcome, the article said South African blacks would "welcome a policy of segregation which
will permit of our national development."69
The promotion of black business activity by Marcus Garvey also generated tremendous
interest among South African blacks. The March 12, 1921 issue of UMTETELI wa BANTU
published in Johannesburg included an editorial singing his praises. A full review of a UNIA
meeting was provided including a summary of Garvey's economic program and it was reported
that: "He aims at the establishment of commercial enterprises to be controlled and worked
exclusively by Negroes." Garvey's Black Star Steamship Line was mentioned and the paper said
it would "rival in tonnage and importance the fleet of vessels which connects this country with
England."
Garvey's recognition of Africa's wealth in natural resources as well as Harlem's black
business community evoked an interesting comment in that it was reported that the Black Star
Line would be used: "to bring raw material to America to be manufactured by the various
branches of the Negro Factories Corporation, [and that] Harlem, the Negro Colony in America,
already has its banking institution and its stock exchange." In contrasting business opportunities
for American blacks, the article said that South African blacks have not been permitted to
"acquire funds to finance and embark upon any commercial enterprises such as Garvey has
successfully engineered in America."70 Even after Garvey's imprisonment in America and
deportation the ideas of his Universal Negro Improvement were promoted in South Africa. In
a 1930 advertisement entitled, "Marcus Garvey urges Negroes to Build for Racial Uplift," black
economic progress was encouraged with the following advice offered: "Build Structure. We
want to rear a structure to insure us prominence in the world in the affairs of Finance, Industry,
Commerce, Science Art and Nation Building [by] raising Six Hundred Million dollars to
capitalize our work."71
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Yet, in the promotion of black business both American and South Africa blacks were faced
with intraracial prejudices, especially professional blacks who found it difficult to generate
community support. In Ilanga lase Natal it was reported that West Indian Sylvester Williams,
a future Pan Africanist leader, was admitted as a barrister to practice at the bar in South Africa
but blasted his choice of Cape Town explaining: "There are not sufficiently enough native
population in Cape Town who are likely to support him. If his skin is black he will experience
prejudice amongst the Malays and Coloured Dutch speaking people."72 Williams was advised
to establish his law practice in Port Elizabeth, East London, or Durban where there were more
black people. On suggesting how Williams could succeed the article said: "The wisest course
for him would have been first to associate himself with a white lawyer and learn Native laws
as practiced in South Africa."
In the promotion of black business in South Africa cooperative efforts were encouraged as
a means not only to develop black businesses but also as a means to combat white, Indian, and
Coloured competition. The AFRICAN DEFENDER, published in Cape Town, styled itself as
"A Paper for Bantu Education and Development," ran an article in the June 1937 issue entitled:
"Lesson 18: Starting A Business."73 It could have been published in the CHICAGO
DEFENDER, the first black national newspaper in the United States of which it was said in
1920 that: "With the exception of the Bible, no publication was more influential among the
Negro Masses." The CHICAGO DEFENDER also promoted black business and the business
program advocated by the AFRICAN.DEFENDER would be as applicable for blacks in America
as it was for blacks in South Africa.
Prefacing the guidelines for "Lesson 18," was a denunciation of the laws which made it
difficult for blacks to pursue business with the declaration that: "it is necessary for us to have
our own businesss. Black men have as much right as other men to do business and make
money, and the laws of this country, which make an attempt to put a stop to us when we do
business, are very wrong." On listing the advantages of a cooperative program in black business
formation the emphasis was that: "it is not our desire to have a few black 'big bags' among the
white ones. What we are out for is to see that all black persons get more money and have a
better chance of living weli."74 Also, it carefully explained that with the establishment of a
black store, "the profits of the business will go to the Bantu in the location and not to the
storekeepers outside."75
The objection South African blacks had in response to the location of white and Indian stores
in their homelands finds parallels among African Americans who denounce the location of
nonblack owned businesses in black communities. Also, as in America, South African blacks
indicted the system which afforded whites, Coloureds and Indians access to greater operational
capital, which enabled them to offer a larger variety of goods at lower prices in addition to
"pasellas," a bonus, to their customers. According to the guidelines, a cooperative enterprise
was necessary for the success of a "Bantu Cooperative Store." Step One. Members must pool
their funds since: "Hardly any one black person has enough money to get a business going. If
he does make a start it is generally with a very small business and it generally comes to a stop
very quickly."
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Step Two. Expert business management must be acquired to develop business strategies to
counter competition anticipated from whites and Indians: "Naturally the 'bigbags' of the private
stores will make an attempt to make the cooperative store come to a smash. They will give
goods for very low prices, even if they make a loss for the time being, so as to get the Bantu
to come to them." Step Three. With community support a cooperative enterprise department
store could be established on main street with: "great glass windows and doors and lifts going
up and down." Employees from managers to salespeople would all be black and all varieties
of merchandise would be sold from clothes, linens, furniture, hardware, books, and appliances.
The African Defender also provided guidelines for blacks who wanted to establish sole
proprietorships in white urban areas explaining: "It is still possible for a black man to be living
in a town even though he is not working for a white 'baas,' but it is becoming harder and harder
to do this." The law required the following criteria be met before a black could establish a
business in a white town: 1) documentation to show that "he has enough money or instruments
and a house or shop for his business"; 2) if approved, a license is granted from the municipality
where he wants to establish a business; 3) with a license, "a Day Worker Pass" is granted and
then the black "may make a start with his business."76
The same issue of the African Defender which criticized the location of Indian and Coloured
businesses in black homelands also defended their rights to be businessmen in an article
denouncing the recently passed Native Law Amendment and Marketing Acts. The Colour Bar
Act (1926) was denounced for preventing Blacks from becoming "expert workers" with emphasis
that: "The rights of the Coloured and the Indians in addition are being smashed by new colour
bar laws [and an] attempt is being made to put a stop to them becoming business men or private
traders." The article asked, will the eight million black and coloured persons "put up with
this?"77
CONCLUSION BLACK BUSINESS TODAY AND ITS FUTURE
Until the 1970s, by law, blacks in South Africa could have only one business, only businesses
that sold necessities were legal for blacks, and blacks could not form business partnerships.
Blacks were also limited to certain occupations which precluded business participation in those
areas.78 The effect was catastrophic! By 1952, as a result of legislation dating back to the
1920s: "only ten percent of total reserve trade was controlled by African dealers. "79 In America,
however, blacks had the right to have any number of businesses, presumably in any area of their
choosing, to sell anything they wanted, as well as to form partnerships with whom they pleased.
Yet, ironically, blacks earned in gross business receipts only slightly more than their African
counterparts, despite operating in an economy that offered an unfettered freedom of the market
place. See Table 2.
In America, most black businesses were established in urban black ghettoes. These
businesses differed very little from South Africa's black businesses in the goods and services
provided, particularly the ubiquitous barber and beauty shops, restaurants and pool/beer halls.
Invariably, in both black business communities, the most profitable businesses were owned by
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whites or other preferred groups: the furniture and appliance stores, clothing and shoe stores,
dry cleaners and laundries, supermarkets and liquor stores, even theaters and clubs. See Table
3, which provides a listing of black businesses in Soweto in 1984. With few exceptions, the
listing parallels those businesses found in black urban ghettoes before and after the Civil Rights
Era.
Despite limited earnings and systemic de jure as well as de facto racialized business policies
structured to discourage profitable business activity, blacks in South Africa and the United States
continued through the twentieth century to demonstrate entrepreneurial persistence. Business
activities were pursued assiduously both fulltime and parttime, legally and illegally. Foremost,
blacks in both nations capitalized on separate development by carving out distinct business niches
which proved to be not only profitable, but also provided employment for substantial numbers
of blacks. In South Africa, especially, and to a lesser extent in America, transportation
segregation and discrimination resulted in the development of the black taxi business. Yet the
black South African taxi business is considered part of the informal economy despite: 1) the
substantial employment provided blacks; 2) the impact made on the formal public transportation
sector; 3) the stimulus given the South African manufacturing sector; 4) the profits earned by
Toyota with eighty percent of its production slated for the black taxi market.80
In the United States, meeting the needs of black consumers resulted not only in the
development of separate black financial institutions, insurance companies and banks, but also in
the highly profitable health and beauty aids black hair care businesses which before 1920
produced one of the first black millionaires, Madame C. J. Walker. When South Africa's first
black millionaire emerged in 1970 in Soweto, there were at least twelve known African
American millionaires.81 Black banks were founded in America in the late 1880s: in South
Africa the first black bank (seventy-six percent black owned), Africa Bank, was founded in 1975
with Sam Motsuenyane as Chairman with a capital of Rl million.82
By the early 1980s there 9,000 in 1982 registered Black businesses in South Africa, of which
about one quarter were in Soweto; in the United States, in 1982, there were 339,239 black
businesses.83 Yet, the manufacturing sector of black business activity in both nations was
virtually negligible. Consider, especially, the question posed by Mr. Khoza which is as
applicable to the state of Black American business today as it is to South Africa when he said:
"What is the state of black business today? With due respect, I think it is more pertinent to
inquire: 'What black business?' There is no such animal as black business. We have no credible
representation in any of the major economic sectors such as mining, agriculture, manufacturing,
financial institutions or even retailing which we could, in some measure, claim to be our
forte."84
As of May 1994, with the emergence of the New South Africa, it appears that the two
histories of blacks in America and South Africa will diverge. With blacks representing a
numerical majority, they now control the government in ways that do not exist for African
Americans. Still, economic power in South Africa, as in America, resides in the hands of
whites. Will post-apartheid South Africa be able to provide for its black population as South
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Africa did for its white population? Lawrence Schlemmer thinks not, at least in the immediate
future explaining: "Given that apartheid's greatest effect lay in subtly eroding (or preventing the
emergence of) self-reliance and strategic capital accumulation among blacks, its effects will not
end with the lifting of restrictions and the formal establishments of new avenues of
advancement."85
Even before the end of apartheid as NAFOC's Khoza said in an assessments of the marketing
strategies being developed by white corporate South Africa to capitalize on the black consumer
market: "Africa speaks of a booming black market or at least an emerging black market. Is it
not curious that it is white companies that are gearing themselves to exploit the expected boom
in retailing, in housing construction in financial services, in advertising, in manufacturing?"86
This phenomenon began in America in the post-Civil Rights Era, escalating in the 1980s,
whereby today, virtually every product advertised pitches itself to the black consumer market.
Even the one area in which blacks held a virtual monopoly, the beauty aids industry now faces
formidable competition from the white giants in this field. And, the preCivil Rights Era black
business class has been superseded in urban black ghettoes by ethnic minorities.
On review, I proceed from a general thesis that there are parallels, both historic and
contemporary, in black business development and activity in the United States and South Africa.
Ultimately, along with race, the primary basis of comparison is the fact that both nations are
capitalist societies and black entrepreneurship and business development, even cooperative
enterprises, operate within the framework of a free enterprise profit-driven economic system,
including those activities which have been subsumed and analyzed within the theoretical
construct of an informal domestic economy. Yet, given the historical devastating consequences
of white supremacy capitalism in the economic destruction of black people, philosophical and
ethical issues have been raised as to whether capitalism should be the basis for the future
economic uplift of blacks.
This was a critical issue of concern by NAFCOC's Khoza who said: "As business people
we cannot escape that we are a creations of this ruling class that has long sought to subvert the
struggle for liberation by blacks."87 Within the comparative history of black business in the
United States and South Africa, there is another issue that has yet to be considered in the history
of capitalism. Just as the first African church leaders in America in the nineteenth century
restructured Christianity (Ethiopianism in Africa) and forged a black political liberation theology,
twentieth century blacks in both the United States and South Africa have restructured Christianity
to forge a black economic liberation doctrine based on capitalism.88
Within the context of the comparative history of black business in the two nations, this study
has historiographical significance. As Arthur H. Cole emphasizes in his discussion of the
development of business activities within the context of societal constraints: "entrepreneurial
endeavors will rise through crevices in societies made rigid by tradition or force."89 While
previous comparative studies have detailed the extent to which white racism has operated to
deprive blacks in both nations of full political empowerment, they have not been inclusive in
analysis of the broad range of economic activities of blacks in both societies within the context
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of racial subordination and oppression. Assessing the full diversity of the economic experiences
of blacks in South Africa and the United States in a comparative context, however, provides a
basis to demonstrate the agency of blacks in forging their own economic liberation, ultimately
the final step to an unfettered freedom.
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